This supplement contains information necessary to ensure the accuracy of the above manual.
Change #1

On page 3, prior to Heat Sink add the following:

![CAUTION]

On page 4, replace ④ with the following:

④ Smart Battery Pack Charger and Adapters

On page 6, under the Note:

Change: Red – battery is connected to the power source.
To: Red – battery is connected to the power source and charging.

On page 11, following the Note, replace the paragraph with the following:

Push ① to turn on the Tester. At power up, the Tester displays the remaining memory and the battery status. Push ① and hold two seconds to turn off the Tester. The battery status icon and the set date and time appear at the top of the display.
On page 12, replace the Sensor Setup and the Compatible Sensor paragraphs with the following:

**Sensor Setup**

The Tester includes a triaxial Sensor with TEDS technology (Transducer Electronic Data Sheets). With this technology, your Tester can identify and automatically read the Sensor configuration. This technology provides:

- Improved results from detailed calibration information
- Reduced configuration time without manual data entry
- Sensor calibration tracking with last calibration date stored electronically

**Compatible Sensors**

It is highly recommended to use a Fluke Triaxial Sensor with the Tester. Using a Sensor other than a Fluke Triaxial Sensor will result in misleading diagnoses. The Tester is compatible with single axis Sensors.

On page 13, add the following bullet under the Caution:

- Always disconnect the Sensor cable from the Tester when not in use.

On page 14, delete steps 2, 3 and 4 and add the following Warning:

⚠️ **Warning**

To avoid injury when attaching reflective tape to the machine, stop the rotating machine. Attach a piece of reflective tape onto the shaft or other rotating part of the machine. Restart the machine and wait until it reaches its normal operating conditions.
### Change #2

On page 8, add the following to the bottom of Table 2.

| 810SMP | Sensor Mounting Pads | 3530855 |